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Abstract. A web-based prediction system for wheat stripe rust was developed
based on B/S (Browser/Server) mode in this study. Some existing prediction
models of wheat stripe rust were collected, analyzed and then stored in SQL
Server 2005 database according to certain rules. All these models could be
called through this web-based system and used to predict wheat stripe rust.
Meanwhile, Using multiple regression analysis principle, prediction regression
model could be built based on the input historical data of wheat stripe rust
through the network programming via this system, and significance tests of
prediction factors could be conducted to obtain optimal prediction model and
the built model could be stored into the model database for further prediction of
this disease. Using WebGIS technologies, the prediction results of wheat stripe
rust could be displayed in different colors in the web map according to the
prediction values of disease prevalence. The web-based prediction system for
wheat stripe rust developed in this study provided a convenient and fast way for
the prediction of wheat stripe rust.
Keywords: wheat stripe rust, web-based system, prediction, regression model,
WebGIS.

1

Introduction

Wheat (Triticum aestivum) with large plating area, is one of the major food crops in
China. Pest damage to wheat yield and quality is very serious. Wheat stripe rust (or
wheat yellow rust), caused by Puccinia striiiformis f. sp. tritici, is the most important
wheat disease in China [1]. It is an important airborne plant disease. Severe epidemics
of wheat stripe rust occurred in 1950, 1964, 1990 and 2002 in China and caused
server yield losses resulting in significant economic losses [1], [2]. Therefore, timely
and accurate prediction of wheat stripe rust has an important significance for taking
timely and effective disease control measures and safe production of wheat.
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Many methods used to predict wheat stripe rust have been reported, such as
regression analysis [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], discrimination analysis [8], [9], [10], Markov
forecast method [11], principal component analysis [12], grey model forecast method
[13], [14], neural networks [15], [16], [17], [18] and support vector machine [19].
Generally, prediction functions of wheat stripe rust by using these methods were
realized on single PC. A few of single computer versions of wheat stripe rust
prediction systems have been developed [20], [21], such as PANCRIN that could be
used to make simulation experiments on the pandemic of wheat stripe rust in China
[21].
WebGIS technology is an emerging technology used in plant protection. It is
convenient to process geographic information based on Internet by using WebGIS
technology. It plays an important role in pest monitoring and forecasting by making
full use of the processing capabilities of geographic information system (GIS) for
spatial data and combining GIS with network technologies effectively. Based on longterm study of Sudden Oak Death in California coastal region, Kelly and Tuxen
constructed a warning and monitoring website for Sudden Oak Death in California
called the “OakMapper” by using WebGIS technology [22]. The information of the
website is quarried and browsed in the web map. Users can get the latest information
of disease occurrence and learn some knowledge related disease prevention by
visiting the website. PhytoPRE+2000, an Internet based version of decision support
system for potato late blight was developed for more efficient services in monitoring
and management of this disease in Swiss [23]. A potato late blight monitoring and
warning system “china-blight” (www.china-blight.net) was constructed based on B/S
(Browser/Server) internet structure by combining information technology with the
principles of plant disease epidemiology [24]. The system could provide the
information on the infection risk of late blight pathogen in different districts of China
in the coming 48 hours and also could provide decision support for the chemical
control of this disease. With the development of information technologies, the Internet
based or WebGIS based plant disease prediction systems play a more and more
important role in monitoring and warning of plant diseases.
To the authors’ knowledge, there is not any report about web-based wheat stripe
rust prediction system. In this study, a prediction system for wheat stripe rust in China
was developed using WebGIS technologies. Prediction of wheat stripe rust could be
conducted using the existing prediction models or prediction regression models built
by using this system based on the input historical data by users. The prediction of this
disease by using the information and network technologies was achieved. A
convenient and fast way was provided for the prediction of wheat stripe rust and the
web-based services also could be provided for integrated control of this disease.

2

Development Platform of This System

The web-based prediction system for wheat stripe rust was developed based on
the .NET platform. C# and JavaScript network programming language were used as
the system development languages. Internet Information Server (IIS) was used as the
web server and ArcGIS Server 9.3 of ESRI Company was used as the map server. The

data information was stored in SQL Server 2005 database. The Microsoft Visual
Studio 2008 was used as the development tool to develop the web-based prediction
system for wheat stripe rust.

3

Overall Structure of This System

The web-based prediction system for wheat stripe rust was developed based on B/S
mode which was a three-layer model structure including web application service layer,
logic layer and database layer. The system was composed of the client side and the
background (as shown in Fig. 1). Using the historical disease prediction models and
the models built by using the system based on the input historical data, the prediction
of wheat stripe rust could be implemented and the prediction results could be
displayed in different colors in the web map at the client side according to disease
prevalence. The background included user management module and model
management module that could be used to manage the users and to manage the
database, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Overall structure of the web-based prediction system for wheat stripe rust.

4

Function Realization of the Web-based Prediction System

The disease prediction function of this web-based system was realized using two
methods. One was to realize the function by using the historical models. The existing
prediction models were collected and stored in the background database. The models
could be queried from the database and then the suitable model could be selected to
predict wheat stripe rust. Another method was to realize the prediction function by
using the models built based on the input historical data of wheat stripe rust. The
function structure chart of the web-based prediction system for wheat stripe rust was
shown in Fig. 2.

4.1

Building Model Database of Wheat Stripe Rust

Historical regression prediction models of wheat stripe rust were collected through
reviewing relevant literature. The models were stored into model database mainly
according to provinces where the disease occurred, counties where the disease
occurred, model types, coefficient value of impact factor, the values of constant term
of the models, use instructions of the models, and so on. The model database was
composed of prediction models and original data table. The models were stored in the
model table including the fields, i.e. fid, fdisesse, fprov, fcity, fmodel, fx1, fx2, fx3,
fx4, fx5, fx6, fchang and fexplain (as shown in Table 1). The input historical data of
wheat stripe rust used to build regression model was stored in the original data table.
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Fig. 2. Function structure chart of the web-based prediction system for wheat stripe rust.

Table 1.
Field name
fid
fdisesse
fprov
fcity
fmodel
Fx1, Fx2, Fx3, Fx4, Fx5
and Fx6
fchang
fexplain

Disease prediction model table.

Data type
int
nvarchar(50)
nvarchar(50)
nvarchar(50)
nvarchar(50)
float
float
text

Comments
Disease name
Provinces where the disease occurred
counties where the disease occurred
Model type
The coefficient value of impact factor 1, 2, 3,
4, 5 and 6
The values of constant term
Use instructions of the models

The regression prediction models of wheat stripe rust that were applied in Ganggu
County in Gansu Province, Longnan in Gansu Province, Hanzhong in Shaanxi

Province, Shanxi Province and so on, respectively, were collected for the web-based
prediction system (as shown in Table 2). Users can query the models of
corresponding regions by inputting information at the client side, and then use the
corresponding model to carry out the prediction of wheat stripe rust.
Table 2.

Some historical prediction model stored in the model database of the web-based
prediction system for wheat stripe rust.

The suitable
region for
using
prediction
model

Prediction model

Hanzhong
in Shaanxi
Province

y = -4.699158
0.199445x1
0.052963x2
0.314299x3
0.014257x4
0.008677x5

Shanxi
Province

y = -0.2766 +
0.0249x1
+
0.0104x2
+
0.0132x3

Gangu
County in
Gansu
Province

y=-2.07472
0.242533x1+
0.06744x2
0.0091x3
0.011865x4
0.090152x5

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

Nonglan in
Gansu
Province

y = -0.547 +
0.025 x1 + 0.03
x2 + 0.29 x3 +
0.081 x4

Jincheng in
Shanxi
Province

y = 3.7644 +
0.0070x1
0.0097x2
+
0.0273x3
+
0.1079x4
0.2145x5

Pingliang in
Gansu
Province

y = -0.1736 +
0.2051x1
+
0.4345x2
+
0.0089x3

Variable
x1 is the amount of pathogen in autumn, x2 is
the amount of pathogen in spring, x3 is the
average temperature in April, x4 is the
precipitation in April, x5 is the proportion of
susceptible variety area, and y is disease
prevalence.
x1 is the precipitation in the middle ten days of
April to the first ten days of May, x2 is the
precipitation in the middle ten days of May
and the last tens of May, x3 is the average
relative humidity in May, and y is disease
prevalence.
x1 is the average temperature in March, x2 is
the precipitation in March, x3 is the
precipitation in April, x4 is the precipitation in
May, x5 is the susceptible variety area, and y is
disease prevalence.
x1 is the percentage of diseased fields in
autumn in the preceding year, x2 is the
proportion of susceptible variety area, x3 is the
average temperature in January in Huixian, x4
is the average maximum temperature in March
in Wudu, and y is disease prevalence in Spring
in Nonglan.
x1 is the precipitation in the last ten-day period
of July in the preceding year, x2 is sunlight in
the first ten days of November in the
preceding year, x3 is sunlight in the first ten
days of March in the preceding year, x4 is the
average temperature in the middle ten days of
April, x5 is the precipitation in the last ten-day
period of April, and y is disease prevalence.
x1 is disease prevalence in spring, x2 is the
amount of oversummering pathogen, x3 is the
total
precipitation
in September and
October, and y is disease prevalence on
autumn wheat seedlings.
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4.2

Realization of Automatically Modeling Using the System

The quantity of collected regression prediction model of wheat stripe rust is limited,
and most of the models could only be used locally. With the changes in the
preconditions, the accuracy of the models should be further improved. Therefore, the
model construction module was designed in the web-based prediction system for
wheat stripe rust so that the prediction models could be built by using the system.
Users can establish regression prediction models using the principle of multiple
regression with the help of network programming based on the input historical data of
wheat stripe rust. F test on the independent variables at the level of 0.05 or 0.01 could
be conducted by using the system to help users to get optimization model.
Regression analysis is a statistical method used to determine the quantitative
relationship between two or more variables. Monadic linear regression is to use one of
the major factors as independent variable to explain the change of the dependent
variable. Multiple regression is to use two or more factors as independent variables to
explain the change of the dependent variable. Least square method is used to calculate
parameters during regression analysis.
K linear regression using N groups of observations can be solved through the
following matrix (as shown in Equation (1)).

 y1  1
 y  1
 2  
...  ...
  
 y n  1

x11

x 21

...

x12

x 22

...

...
x1n

...

...

x2n

...

x k1   B0  u1 



x k 2   B1  u 2 

... ...  ... 
   
x kn   BK  u n 

(1)

in which, vector y is observation variable vector, matrix x is the matrix of observation
variables, vector B is regression parameter vector, vector u is random error vector.
The simplified form of Equation (1) could be expressed as Equation (2).
Y  XB  U

(2)

According to the principle of least square method, the estimate value of the
minimum parameter vector B could be expressed as Equation (3).

B  ( X ' X ) 1 ( X 'Y )

(3)

Automatically modeling using the system could be realized in accordance with the
following steps. Prediction models of wheat stripe rust could only be built by using
regression analysis method via this system. Firstly, the targeted region where disease
prediction result would be used should be determined. Secondly, model type should
be chosen according to the related data. Five kinds of regression models could be built
via this system including binary linear equation, ternary linear equation, first-order
linear equation with four independent variables, first-order linear equation with five
independent variables, and first-order linear equation with six independent variables.
After choosing the proper model and clicking the OK button, a system interface as
shown in Fig. 3 would be displayed in the client browser. Then the prediction factor
values could be input into the system. After inputting all the historical data into the

system and clicking the building model button. The system would deal with the data
by using regression analysis method. Finally, the prediction model would be built just
as shown in Fig. 4.
After building the prediction model by using regression analysis method via the
web-based prediction system for wheat stripe rust, F tests on the independent
variables at the level of 0.05 or 0.01 could be conducted to select the model with more
accurate by using the system and the optimization model could be obtained. Then the
relevant information about the model including the applicable area and the
instructions of variables should be input into the system through system interface so
that the model could be used in correct way later. The model could be stored into the
model database and be used as the same as the historical regression prediction models
of wheat stripe rust.

Fig. 3. The system interface for inputting data.

4.3

Realization of Prediction Function Based on WebGIS

Using the web-based prediction system for wheat stripe rust, the relevant regional
prediction model can be queried through the user interface of the system. According
to the instruction of the selected model, after the corresponding information being
input into the system, the model could be used to predict wheat stripe rust. In order to
make the prediction results more intuitive, WebGIS technologies were combined with

the network technologies in this system and the results could be displayed in different
colors in the web map at the client side according to disease prevalence.

Fig. 4. The prediction model built by using the web-based prediction system for wheat stripe
rust.

Spatial database was established to store national geographic information. The
maps used in this system were administrative electronic maps of China which were
acquired from the National Geographic Information System in China. The map scale
was 1:400000000. The e00 format of the maps was converted to the Shape format by
using ArcCatalog software firstly. The ArcGIS 9.3 was used to deal with the vector
maps. And the map information was released by using ArcCatalog software.
In the web-based prediction system, the maps were divided into three layers; the
first was the county and city boundary layer, the second was the province boundary
layer and the third was Chinese boundary layer. Disease prevalence of wheat stripe
rust was divided into five classes represented by 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The
greater the grade of disease is, the more severe the disease prevalence is. Class 1, 2, 3,
4 and 5 are displayed in green, purple, blue, yellow and red, respectively. This
function of the system could be demonstrated by the prediction model of wheat stripe
rust in Gangu County that was built by Fan et al. [7]. Firstly the background model
that was suitable for Gansu County was called in accordance with the rules of the

system. Then the model could be used to predict the disease prevalence of wheat
stripe rust in Gangu County. The prediction result was shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The prediction results of wheat stripe rust for Gangu County using the web-based
prediction system.

5

Maintenance of Model Database

Due to the changes of environments conditions, tillage practices and so on, the
accuracies of the prediction models would decrease. In order to improve the model
database continually, the prediction model can be added or modified via system
background. Thus the validation and verification of the prediction models could be
ensured. After inputting the correct user’s name and password, the user can enter the
system background. The kinds of regression prediction models stored in background
were divided into 5 types just like described above. When the user selects the model
type that he or she would like to add, the number of variables is determined. Then the
user can fill in the form in the system interface with relevant information according to
the instruction of the system. In order to ensure that the model could be correctly used
later, the variables and using method of the model should be described in the system.
After all information is input, the user could click the “Add” button and the model
would be stored into the model database. By using the query function, the added
models could be selected to predict wheat stripe rust.

6

Conclusion and Discussion

A web-based prediction system for wheat stripe rust was developed using network
information technologies in this study. The existing prediction models stored in the
model database of the system could be used to predict wheat stripe rust. Moreover,
regression models could be built via the system by using C# network programming
technologies based on the principle of multiple regression analysis. The optimized
models could be stored into the model database and users could select the suitable
model among the database to predict wheat stripe rust in certain region. Thus the
waste of information resources and the repeat development of prediction models
could be avoided. This system built in this study provided a convenient and fast way
for the prediction of wheat stripe rust.
In general, the prediction of wheat stripe rust was conducted on single PC. The
web-based prediction of wheat stripe rust could not be carried out before in China.
However, the web-based prediction of other plant diseases has been implemented and
plays an import role in practical application in China [24]. Based on B/S structure, the
system built in this study could display the prediction results in different colors by
means of the powerful spatial information processing ability and graphical display
function of WebGIS technologies. By combining GIS maps with the prediction
models, the system makes the prediction results of wheat stripe rust more intuitive.
The prediction of wheat stripe rust could be conducted by using the models built
based on the related data via the system and the historical regression prediction
models stored in the model database. This web-based prediction could make the
prediction of wheat stripe rust more efficient and more convenient and then could
provide better services for control decision making.
The development of the web-based prediction system for wheat stripe rust was a
meaningful attempt in informationization and automatization of monitoring and early
warning on wheat stripe rust. But the functions of spatial analysis and prediction of
this system still need further improvement. There are many kinds of methods to
construct the prediction models of wheat stripe rust. Each kind of method has its
advantages and disadvantages. Only the historical regression prediction models were
collected and stored in the model database of this system. And the models that could
be built by using this system were also regression models. To make this system more
useful, other types of prediction models and other kinds of modeling methods should
be added to this system. The prediction results would become more accurate on the
basis of complementary advantages of different prediction methods. In order to
improve the reliability of results, multiple prediction results using different methods
should be showed in overlay format. Thus a scientific basis would be provided for the
integrated management of wheat stripe rust.
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